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1. Introduction 
This proposal outlines the case for ISIS to design and build an instrument station for accelerated atmospheric neutron testing 
for ‘single event effects’ in semiconductor microelectronic chips on TS2.  A ‘single event effect’ is a phenomenon whereby the 
correct operation of a microelectronic device is disrupted by interaction with a single sub-atomic particle. ‘Single event 
effects’ range from ‘soft’ errors that involve single or multiple bit upsets in devices that corrupt memory or change logic 
function to ‘hard’ catastrophic errors that lead to a permanent destructive failure of the electronics 

The interaction of high energy cosmic rays with the earth’s atmosphere generates cascading showers of electromagnet and 
secondary particle radiation that includes a flux of high energy neutrons [1]. Although at its highest intensity around 60,000 
feet at normal aircraft altitudes of 30,000 to 35,000 feet this atmospheric cosmic ray radiation, which by this altitude is mostly 
neutrons, is intense enough to cause ‘single event effects’ (SEE) in microelectronic devices.  

By the 1990’s the increased miniaturisation, higher speeds and greater prevalence of embedded micro-electronic systems 
meant that ‘single event effects’ generated by atmospheric neutrons were starting to overtake other effects to become the 
dominant threat to the strict high-reliability requirements of aircraft electronics [2-4].  As a consequence the aircraft 
electronics industry has been at the forefront of mitigating against atmospheric neutron effects and has been increasingly 
demanding the use of intense accelerator based neutron beams for ‘accelerated’ reliability testing of electronic components 
and systems [5-7], where a few hours in the neutron beam mimics many thousands of hours in the real environment. 

Although the atmospheric neutron flux is 300 times greater at aircraft altitudes, the continuing drive towards miniaturisation 
and increasing complexity of electronic devices and systems has meant that in recent years the SEE problems known to occur 
at altitude in the aerospace and avionic industries have started to inevitably emerge in terrestrial ground based electronic 
systems [8]. 

 

2. Design 
This is the current design specification based on the results of consultation with representatives of universities, international 
research organisation and industry already engaged with ISIS in the area of chip irradiation. 

The UK and International community is clear that the success of the ISIS design will lie in how well it matches the state-of-
the-art measurements/calculations of the differential neutron atmospheric spectrum in the fast neutron regime (>0.1MeV).  
The spectrum is derived from measurements and an analytic fit by Gordon et al. [9,10], which have been adopted by JEDEC 
in their recently revised chip irradiation standard [11] and used in the validation of the QinetiQ Atmospheric Radiation 
Model, QARM [12,13].  This reference spectrum and the QARM model reflect a significant advance over previous 
approximations to the atmospheric neutron spectrum as embodied in earlier standards including that recently issued by the 
IEC [6]. The fast neutron spectrum from the current target station is not ideal as it falls below the atmospheric spectrums 
shape at high energies [Figure 1]. Whilst the design of the Second Target station target/reflector/moderator assembly is 
optimised for cold/thermal neutrons, extracting a high flux fast neutron (1-800MeV) spectrum can be achieved by cutting a 
channel into the beryllium reflector and installing an insert to modify the neutron spectrum coming from the target/reflector 
assembly [14 and Figure 2].  

The community has proposed two ‘modes of operation’: A collimated ‘pencil’ neutron beam within a containment 
blockhouse (this is a ‘standard’ design and the approach adopted by other facilities), and a beam-line that additionally 
provides a large reasonably isotropic flood of neutrons by the use of additional movable secondary scatters; this would be 
unique to ISIS and allow very large systems to be tested. 

The integrated neutron flux in the fast neutron regime (10-800MeV) is also key to the design of the instrument (see table 
below). Some concern has been raised that the neutron flux at some sources may to too high to allow certain investigations 
(that is, events may occur more rapidly than can be processed). ISIS currently aims to provide a world leading integrated fast 
neutron flux >1x106 n/cm2/s (10<E<800 MeV integrated) with selectable attenuation. The ISIS source can also provide a high 
intensity of thermal and epithermal neutrons in addition to the fast neutrons. Techniques already applied to the thermal and 
cold beams on reactors and the ISIS source should allow these different neutron energy regimes to be independently removed 
from the spectrum. We believe that this element of the design would be unique to the ISIS source. 

 

Source LANSCE-equivalent flux [15] n/cm2/s Max Energy (MeV) 
LANSCE 4.1×105 800 
TRIUMF 3.4×106 500 

TSL 22/109/174 MeV 3.7×104/3.6×105/9.5×104 22/109/174 
ISIS (current target) 6.6×104 800 

ISIS TS2 Pencil Beam 4×107 800 
ISIS TS2 Flood Beam 3×105 800 
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Table 1: The current and predicted flux and the maximum neutron energy for SEE instruments in Europe 

and USA 
 
Table 2: Beam Specification 
 
Target and Moderator View The instrument will view a special composite ‘moderator’ that sits within a 

channel cut out of the current beryllium reflector (see figure 1) at position 
W1 on the Second Target Station 

Beam Spectrum The profile of the differential energy spectrum of the beam will match that 
of the atmospheric spectrum for energies > 1MeV as defined by the 
QinetiQ QARM model [figure 4]. 

Energy Range 0-800MeV 
Intensity  Fast neutron flux of >1x106 n/cm2/s (10<E<800 MeV integrated)  

Thermal neutron flux of >1x106 n/cm2/s [here 'thermal' is <1eV ] 
 

Notes: 
Attenuators/choppers will be used to allow variable intensity of the fast 
neutron flux and to allow the thermal and epithermal neutron regimes 
(0eV-1keV) to be independently selected 

Beam Size + Homogeneity Collimated Beam (see figure 3): 
A beam uniformity of 30% over 10cm x 10cm beam size on 2cm x 2cm 
pixilation, with the beam size variable down to 2cm x 2cm  
 
Flood Beam (see figure 3): 
Large area quasi-isotropic ‘flood’ beam  

Sample Area Large ‘blockhouse’ to allow whole system testing  
 

Dosimetry and Time of Flight Accurate reproducible dosimetry 
− U-238 fast neutron fission chambers or breakdown counters 
− Solid state detectors  
 
Beam Spectra Measurement/Calibration 
Dosimetry avalible via computer in logging area 
Neutron counts available as optically isolated TTL signal 
ISIS ‘Protons Per Pulse’, and pulse signal available in logging area 
  

 
Table 3: Blockhouse and Logging Area Specification  
 
Sample Positioning For individual component testing: 

− Optical bench at least 1m wide 
− XY translation tables 
− Laser alignment  
− Camera monitoring 
 
For system testing 
− XYZ sample platform (up to 500kg) 
− Crane access (up to 1000kg) 
 

Ancillary Equipment Provision 
 

Electromagnetic screened area 
Thermal neutron screened area in blockhouse 
Easy cable access between block house and data logging area to allow user 
specific cabling to be installed. 
‘Clean’ power supply 
− 230V, 115V ac and 28V dc supplies 
− UPS  
 

Data Logging Area Adjacent to blockhouse   
Team Areas 
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- Intercom and camera link to blockhouse 
- Provision for at least 8 people 
- Numerous 230V, 115V ac and 28V dc supplies 
- Patch panel to blockhouse (BNC, Ethernet, screened pairs etc). 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1: The differential neutron flux for ISIS (current target station), LANSCE and TRIUMF in 

comparison to the atmospheric spectrum [7 and 13]. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: A schematic of the Be reflector with a section removed and a composite moderator inserted to 
obtain a high flux atmospheric spectrum off of the Second Target Station 
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Figure 3: A schematic of the Chip Irradiation Beam-line on the Second Target Station at ISIS. (a) shows the 

pencil beam configuration and (b) the flood beam 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure. 4: The simulated differential neutron  flux for a preliminary neutronic design of the ChipIR 
beamline on Target Station 2 [14]: (a) the direct beam [black triangles ]. (b) the pencil beam 

configuration with the direct beam through a scatterer [green squares ]  and (c) the flood beam 
[blue circles ] using additional secondary scatterers. 

 
The 10 km atmospheric spectrum has been shown on the graph as a bluebroken line [- - -]  and a red 

dot-dashed line [-  - ]  after being multiplied by 4x107 and 3x105, respectively. 
 

 

a

b
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3. Science Case 
The drive towards more complex and smaller semiconductor devices has increased their susceptibility to SEE effects. 
 
The aerospace and avionics industry has been aware of SEE effects for a few decades and mitigating against its effects by the 
use of accelerator based neutron testing facilities to enable ‘accelerated’ reliability testing of their components, devices and 
systems [2-7].  
 
Recently, as chip feature size has moved below 100nm and sophisticated embedded electronics systems have found new 
markets, neutron SEE testing is moving outside the traditional defence and aerospace sectors [8,16] to rapidly become of 
critical importance in the terrestrial electronics industry [17,18]. One study cites that incidents of SEE overcame the usual 
‘hard reliability’ limit at the end of the 20th century and is now 1000 times more frequent [19]. Several factors are 
contributing to this:- 

- Electronic systems are increasingly finding use in equally high-reliability applications such as automotive electronics, the 
nuclear industry, high-end computing, communication and medical equipment. 

- Technological developments towards smaller, faster devices operating at reduced bias voltage have increased the SEE 
susceptibility of individual electronic devices in the 1MeV-10MeV range (and below), making upsets more likely as they 
are susceptible to a greater proportion of the cosmic neutron flux [20]. 

- Existing radiation hardening techniques incur penalties of decreased speed, increased complexity and greater physical 
size, all of which militate against developments in commercial electronic technologies.  

- Electronic systems have become more complex as feature size decreases increasing the likelihood of a single event 
causing system failure and increasing the probability of a single neutron upsetting multiple bits which can defeat error 
correction mechanisms. This means that testing of systems, including physically large systems like whole computer 
servers or radar systems, is becoming ever more important. 

- The threat is “double-sided”, meaning that the real environment has both high energy and low-energy ‘thermal’ neutrons 
capable of causing SEE [21]. The low-energy threat arises through a reaction of boron often present as a dopant in 
semiconductors with ‘thermal’ neutrons generated by the interaction of high energy neutrons with moderating materials 
(for example fuel in aircraft or concrete in buildings [22-24]).  

Many manufacturers are now acknowledging in the trade and national press that neutron SEE is an increasing, real and 
current problem with no single practical technological solution in the near future [25,26]. 

The Second Target Station at ISIS presents the UK with the opportunity to build a flexible bespoke next-generation 
instrument required by the avionics industry [26] and those building electronic for the terrestrial environment [27]. It aims to 
be ‘best in class’ by providing the industry with some unique innovations:- 

- ISIS’s expertise developed in the neutronic design of the current TS-2 target, reflector and moderators will allow the 
beam-line to deliver a world leading high neutron flux with a spectrum that closely mimics the atmospheric neutron flux 
over a broad (fast) neutron energy range. It will also allow an extension of the bandwidth of fast neutron energies to a 
much lower (<1MeV) regime than is currently available. 

- The instrument will sit on a target primarily designed for condensed matter science and therefore have access to a high 
flux of ‘thermal’ (<1eV) neutrons in addition to the fast neutron flux. The instrument’s design aims to provide fully 
flexible direct testing of ‘thermal’ effects concurrent with the high energy component which no current accelerated 
testing facility for neutron SEE is able to provide. 

- The instrument’s design aims to incorporate a large beam generating an isotropic ‘flood’ of neutron flux in the beam-
line’s blockhouse for large system (or multiple system) testing. Current facilities can provide beams with typically 10’s 
of cm diameter beams, but an isotropic ‘flood’ room will provide a unique testing environment. 

The use of microchips is increasing rapidly and the feature size (related to speed and performance) is decreasing with each 
generation of device. Each new generation of design (whether node size, material content, design, shape or any other 
variable) will need to be fully tested for SEEs from atmospheric neutrons and the effects thoroughly understood.  

 
4. Business Case 
The Second Target Station provides ISIS with the opportunity to provide a world-class instrument for SEE testing 
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The provision of even a limited fast neutron beam-line for chip irradiation on the VESUVIO beam-line has already made a 
direct impact in the UK and European aerospace and electronics industrial and academic community. Testing has been 
carried out by a UK DTI funded collaboration SPASERANE [26] that was set up between academia (Universities of 
Lancaster, Surrey and Central Lancashire) and the UK’s top aerospace companies (BAE Systems, QinetiQ, Goodrich, 
MBDA, Smiths); a world leader in FPGA devices (Xilinx) in collaboration with the University of Central Lancashire and an 
Italian consortium of the Universities of Rome, Padua, Milan and Turin. 
 
Presentation of these measurements and preliminary design for a new bespoke instrument at ISIS at UK and European 
industrial meeting, major international conferences (NSREC and RADECS) and publications has led to additional industrial 
interest from new users in the UK (e.g. ARM), and the project being named an ‘Associate’ project with SEEDER, a follow-
on programme by the SPASERANE consortium [26] recently funded by the DTI. In Europe the project has led to the 
inclusion of a microelectronic irradiation beam-line in the current (CNR-CCLRC) agreement between ISIS and the Italian 
research community, and an immediate project between Italian academia (Universities of Milan, Rome and Padua) and 
European industry (iROC, ST Microelectronics and Finmeccanica) to exploit the current UK facility (VESUVIO). In addition 
CLIK, the Knowledge Exchange company of STFC, has, been determining the likely global demand for an instrument station 
for accelerated SEE testing from most of the world’s largest microchip manufacturers (e.g. Intel, IBM, Texas Instruments, 
HP, Fujitsu, Xilinx) and some systems integrators (e.g. Cisco, Medtronix, QinetiQ, BAE Systems, Boeing, Airbus). 

All of these groups and companies have welcomed the possibility of an instrument specifically designed for accelerated SEE 
testing in microelectronic circuits. All companies use some sort of SEE/SEU modelling processes when designing their 
devices and/or boards and most companies spend some time testing their boards to determine the accuracy of their models.  
However, all companies would prefer to increase their live testing if they could gain access to a reliable, specifically designed 
facility at a reasonable cost as all commercial and scientific personnel working in this area are convinced that the serious 
issues relating to SEEs will not go away in the foreseeable future.  The use of microchips is increasing rapidly and, as the 
effects and awareness of neutron SEE grows, accelerated testing at neutron sources will increasingly become a requirement 
(rather than a recommendation) by the wider electronics industry. This is already the case in the aerospace avionics industry 
and in some companies (e.g. Xilinx and Cisco) where SEE has already had a direct commercial impact [25]. 

Developments in the industries' test requirements are also having a significant impact in both the aerospace and terrestrial 
environments that ISIS, in building a bespoke instrument is ideally placed to capitalise upon. 

- New testing standards for both aerospace (IEC TS 62396-1; 2006 [7]) and the terrestrial environment (JEDEC – 
JESD89A; 2006 [25]) are emphasising the importance of ‘thermal’ neutron testing, and area where the ISIS has both a 
high flux of neutrons and extensive expertise. The idea of turning ‘on’ and ‘off’ these neutrons has been highlighted as 
an important development. 

- The increase in ‘multiple bit upsets’ and expense of individual component testing means that complete ‘system’ testing  
(i.e. a server system or aerospace system) is becoming important requiring large beam. We are developing the idea of a 
‘flood room’ just for this purpose. 

- The trend for lower energies (<1MeV) of fast neutrons able to cause upset means that the beam’s spectrum has to match 
the atmospheric spectrum to lower energies than are currently available. ISIS’s composite target design will enable this 
to be possible. 

The objective of CHIPIR is to build a world class facility and the first that is specifically designed and dedicated to 
accelerated neutron testing of semiconductor electronics.  It will provide unique capability and ensure that the European 
industries' requirements can be met. Currently three main sites are used for testing by the UK, European and US market, all of 
which are seeing substantial growth in the use of their facilities (e.g. see figure 4 and [27]) and are becoming oversubscribed. 
None are bespoke designs and therefore have science and practical compromises:- 

- ICE House at LANSCE in New Mexico, USA is probably the best broadband source in the world with a spectrum close 
to the natural atmospheric spectrum, but no ‘thermal neutron’ flux. It is difficult to gain access to perform experiments 
(particularly for Europeans) and the ICE House recently reduced its power (and therefore flux of neutrons).  Further 
restrictions or removal of access to this facility for the European electronics and avionics industry is a major risk for 
those industries. A recent shutdown in 2004 disrupted the SEE testing programme (see figure 5), including the UK’s 
SPASERANE program. 

- Tri-University Meson Facility (TRIUMF) at the University of British Columbia, Canada has atmospheric spectrum 
(to 450MeV) but a very small ‘slot’ for experiments making it somewhat difficult to use. It is only suitable for 
component testing. 

- The Svedberg Laboratory (TSL) at Uppsala University in Sweden is the only other fast-neutron SEE testing facility 
in Europe. It is a quasi-monoenergetic source between 20-180MeV and plans a broadband atmospheric spectrum. It 
however does not extend high enough in energy as many important effects are seen >200MeV.    
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This new facility may also bring large companies to the Harwell Science and Innovation Campus (HSIC).  By building a 
unique facility and a similarly unique expertise in the research area of this particular branch of science, the industrial users 
will wish to become more involved in the facility and may install R&D offices on the HSIC 

 

 
 
Figure 5: Growth of the use of the Los Alamos Chip Irradiation Facility [Figure and Caption below 
taken from [27] “Use of the ICE House by Industry. A remarkable increase in user facility 
agreements is apparent between 2001 and 2005. (Note that 2004 is not included in this graph 
because of a Laboratory-wideshutdown.)” 

 
5. Development Needs 
The immediate developments need is neutronic calculations to meet the neutron spectrum requirements 

- The proposed modification of the target/reflector/moderator requires detailed simulations to be carried out to ensure 
minimal effect on other instruments as well as achieving the correct atmospheric spectrum for the chip irradiation 
instrument.  

- A ‘flood beam’ concept, that provides an large isotropic beam for system testing needs detailed neutronic simulations 
alongside the calculations for the target/reflector/moderator to tests its viability.  

- Work needs to be carried out on suitable attenuators that allow variable intensity of the fast neutron flux (lower by 1-2 
orders of magnitude) without altering the spectrum.  

- A flexible system for switching between energy regimes in the neutron spectrum needs to be developed. The ‘thermal’ 
regime can be easily removed with a current chopper system.  

An additional need is the development of detectors for dosimetry 

Accurate dosimetry of the fast neutron flux is critical to the success of any chip irradiation beam-line at ISIS as it is intrinsic 
to the calculation of the failure rates of any device. Current technologies employed at other facilities are based around fission 
reactions, specifically that of Uranium 238, in both conventional gas detectors and thin-film breakdown counters and 
additional calibration using activation foils. At Los Alamos the use of a U238 fission counter with a time-of-flight technique 
allows the neutron spectrum to be extracted in addition to the integrated flux [29]. ISIS is currently investigating the use of a 
U238 fission counter on VESUVIO. 

- We need to look at measuring the spectrum directly on the ISIS source, and work with UK and international colleagues 
to further develop fast neutron dosimetry technique (such as the use of solid state devices e.g. CCD and PIN diodes).  
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